Research of zirconium tetrabutoxide hydrolysis in aqueous-alcoholic medium
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Abstract

The results of the study of zirconium tetrabutoxide (ZTB) hydrolysis in water-butanol solution are discussed in the paper. It was shown that the hydrolysis of ZTB in water-butanol solution was accompanied with the formation of zirconium oxohydroxide. The hydrolysis process was realized by the same mechanism as the hydrolysis of titanium tetrabutoxide (TBT). However, the rate of ZTB hydrolysis is significantly higher than TBT hydrolysis and the process occurs at the lower initial concentration of the alkoxide and water content in the reaction medium. For this reason, during ZTB hydrolysis stages of prehydrolysis and intermediate products formation (oxoalkoxide) can not be separated in time as it can be done during TBT hydrolysis. Because of high rate of ZTB hydrolysis the process of zirconium oxohydroxide obtaining is appropriate to realize in a single step, without prehydrolysis. Our study showed the possibility of controlling the phase formation process by changing the conditions of ZTB hydrolysis – initial concentration of ZTB and ratio [H₂O]/[ZTB]₀ in the initial mixture.